"WHERE WILL THEY GO FROM HERE? WHITE RECONSTRUCTION AND RACIAL GENOCIDE IN THIS HALF CENTURY"

Professor Dylan Rodriguez, Chair, Ethnic Studies at UC, Riverside

Thursday, March 6, 2014

6:00 pm – Gathering
La Casa Latina
229 Smith Memorial Student Union

7:00 pm - Lecture
8:00 pm - Q & A
The MCC
228 Smith Memorial Student Union

~ Light refreshments provided ~

Dylan Rodríguez is Professor and Chair of the Department of Ethnic Studies at UC Riverside. He received his Ph.D. and M.A. in Ethnic Studies from the University of California, Berkeley.


See more about Dylan's work here: http://www.ethnicstudies.ucr.edu/people/faculty/rodriguez/

Sponsored by:
The School of Gender, Race, and Nations Initiative
Visit www.pdx.edu/gender-race-nations